
WE EXIST TO SERVE YOU, 
AND TO HELP YOU 

CONTROL THE IT CHAOS 
IN YOUR 

ORGANIZATION!

We are pleased to announce that Password Vault Manager 
(PVM) is now fully integrated in Remote Desktop Manager 
(RDM).

Why Did We Do This? 

Password Vault Manager has been around for many years 
helping non-technical users manage their passwords in a 
way that was similar to Remote Desktop Manager. However, 
Password Vault Manager was never designed to specifically 
address the needs of business users.

We have been working closely with our customers over the 
last year to better understand the specific needs of their 
business users, and this has resulted in the Devolutions 
Password Server web application, along with the Devolu-
tions Web Login browser extension for credential injection 
and autofill in websites and applications.
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Our CEO David Hervieux described the transition in this way: “With Devolutions Password Hub, which is 
currently in preview mode and due to be released in the near future, we can offer a very robust and secure 
cloud-based password management platform that is far superior to Password Vault Manager – ideal for 
both technical and non-technical business users, and focused on team environments and sharing.”
 
 

Advice for Current Password Vault Manager Users
 
If you currently use Password Vault Manager in your organization, this is the perfect time to switch to 
Remote Desktop Manager, Devolutions Password Server, or Devolutions Password Hub. You will continue 
enjoying the same powerful password management tools and intuitive user experience, and you will gain 
many new features and integrations.
 
 

Upgrade from PVM to RDM for Free
 
As you probably already know, all the features that are available in Password Vault Manager are also 
in Remote Desktop Manager. Basically, Remote Desktop Manager is the same software, but with more 
features! With PVM being phased out, we’ve decided to replace your PVM with RDM for free!
 
There are many reasons for upgrading. First, if you’re scared to change because you’re used to PVM UI, 
don’t be. There are many ways to customize your user interface to keep only what you want to use so it 
will still feel like PVM. Second, Remote Desktop Manager will always be supported and updated, which 
is hugely important! Finally, Remote Desktop Manager offers more features, and more is always better 
when it comes to layers of security!
 
Ready to get a hand on RDM Enterprise for free? To get your free license now, please contact our sales 
team at sales@devolutions.net. If you’re still unsure what to do, remember that every Remote Desktop 
Manager license is perpetual, which means it never expires! Plus, every license comes with 1 year of 
maintenance!
 
 

Special Limited Time Offer
 
If you’re a PVM user and do not want to switch to RDM, but you’d still like to upgrade to a solution that will 
be supported, we have some good news for you as well! For a limited time, we are offering Password Vault 
Manager users discounted pricing when they upgrade to Devolutions Password Server or Devolutions 
Password Hub. To learn more and get a quote, please contact our sales team at sales@devolutions.net.

mailto:sales@devolutions.net
https://server.devolutions.net/
mailto:sales@devolutions.net
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What If You Do Not Want to Switch?
 
If you wish to continue using Password Vault Manager, then you are of course welcome to do so. However, 
please note that we will no longer be providing updates. This will allow us to more effectively focus our 
resources on supporting our active roster of products, while also introducing new solutions that will help 
our users around the world control the IT chaos.

 
 
Get in Touch
 
If you have any questions about this announcement, please contact us.

mailto:mtrottier@devolutions.net

